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Chapter Seven 

Intensive Verbs 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
hta to come, bring  aEr'm lord 

a[B to seek, request  @As end 

rwD to live, dwell  @:n][ branch 

!:z kind, sort  ~UP entrance, opening, 

mouth 
hwx to show, make known  ~'g.tiP decree, word 
d:m]x wine  Wb.r greatness 

bhy to give  ~Wr height 

r'q.y honor  !Ay.[:r thought 

!a"m vessel  Wl'v negligence 
rAd.m dwelling, abode  h'['v moment, a short time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aramaic Intensive Verbs 

The Aramaic intensive active verb stem is called the Pael, and the intensive passive/reflexive 

verb stem is called the Hithpaal and the rare Ithpaal.   

 

 

 Perfect Imperfect Imperative Infinitive 

Construct 

Active 

Participle 

Passive
1
 

Participle 

Pael bET:K bT:k.y bET:K h'b.T:K bET:k.m b:T:k.m 
Hithpaal b:T:K.tih b:T:K.tiy  h'b.T:K.tih  b:T:K.tim 
Ithpaal b:T:K.tia 

b:T:K.t,a 
     

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Table adapted from Basics of Biblical Aramaic, Miles Van Pelt (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p.141 
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Pael Perfect Strong Verb 

The intensive perfect active verb stem in Aramaic is called the Pael perfect and is identified by a 

Pathach under the first root consonant and a Daghesh Forte in the second root consonant (bET:K). 

The Pael perfect has the following conjugations.       

 

Pael Perfect 

3ms bET:K he intensely wrote  3mp WbiT:K they intensely wrote 

3fs t:b.T:K she intensely wrote 3fp h'biT:K they intensely wrote 

2ms 'T.bET:K you intensely wrote 2mp !WT.bET:K you intensely wrote 

2fs yiT.bET:K you intensely wrote 2fp !ET.bET:K you intensely wrote 

1cs tEb.T:K I intensely wrote 1cp a'n.bET:K we intensely wrote 

 

 
     a'rWn yid a'byib.v !AMih liJ:q Ag.n dEb][:w %:vyEm %:.d:.d:v.l WqiS:h yiD %Elia a'Y:.bUG a'ryiT:y hEzEa 

The flame of fire intensely killed those men that took up Shadrach, Meshah, and Abednego (Dan. 

3:22b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pael Imperfect Strong Verb 

The intensive imperfect active verb stem in Aramaic is called the Pael imperfect and is identified 

by the vocal Shava under the prefix performative, Pathach under the first root consonant and a 

Daghesh Forte in the second root consonant (bET:k.y). The Pael imperfect has the following 

conjugations.       

 

Pael Imperfect 

3ms bET:k.y he will intensely write 3mp !Wb.T:k.y they will intensely write 

3fs bET:k.T she will intensely write 3fp !'b.T:k.y they will intensely write 

2ms bET:k.T you will intensely write 2mp !Wb.T:k.T you will intensely write 

2fs   2fp   

1cs bET:k]a I will intensely write 1cp b:T:k.n we will intensely write 

 

 

yib.K.vim-l:[ !yirOh.r:h.w yin:Nil]x:dyiw tyEz]x ~,lEx 
I saw a dream and I was intensely afraid upon my bed (Dan. 4:5 Heb. 4:2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pael Imperative Strong Verb 
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The intensive active imperative verb stem in Aramaic is called the Pael imperative and is 

identified by a Pathach under the first root consonant and a Daghesh Forte in the second root 

consonant. The Pael imperative has the following conjugations.      

 

Pael Imperative 

2ms bET:K (you) write! 2mp WbiT:K (you) write! 

 

 
yihAp.n:[-!im a'Y:r.Pic.w yihAT.x:T-!im a't.wyEx dUn.T HEB.nia Wr:D:bW HEy.p'[ Wr:T:a     

Strip off its leaves and intensely scatter his fruit. Let the beasts get away from under it and the 

birds from his branches (Dan 4:14, Aram. 4:11b). 

 

 

 

 

Pael Infinitive Strong Verb 

The Pael intensive infinitive verb stem is identified by the normal Pael identifers together with 

the Qamets He ( h'  ) ending.        

 

Pael Infinitive 

h'b'T:K to intensly write 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pael Participle 

The intensive active participle stem is identified by a vocal Shava under the Mem participle 

prefix along with a Pathach under the first root consonant and a Daghech Forte in the second root 

consonant if lengthening is required (bET:K.m).  The Pael participle stem has the following 

conjugations.       

 

Pael Participle 

ms bET:K.m intensely writing mp !yib.T:K.m intensely writing 

fs h'b.T:K.m intensely writing fp !'b.T:k.m intensely writing 

 

 
 aEr.v HEMi[ a'ryih.nW a'kAv]x:b h'm [:d'y a't'r.T:s.mW a't'qy:M:[ aEl'G aWh             

He reveals deep and ntense secret things; He knows what is in the darkness, and light dwells with 

Him (Dan 2:22)  

 

 

 

 

Hithpaal Perfect Strong Verb 
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The intensive passive/reflexive verb stem in Aramaic is called the Hithpaal  and has the 

following identifiers: it has the Hithpaal prefix ( .tih ),  a Pathach under the first root consonant 

and a Daghesh Forte in the second root consonant (b:T:K.tih). The Hithpaal has the following 

conjugations.        

 

Hithpaal Perfect 
3ms b:T:K.tih He was intensely writing 

He intensely wrote himself 

3mp Wb:T:K.tih they were intensely 

writting 

3fs t:b.T:K.tih She was intensely writting 3fp w'b:T:K.tih they were intensely 

writting 

2ms .T.b:T:K.tih You were intensely writting 2mp !WT.b:T:K.tih you were intensely 

writting 

2fs   2fp   

1cs tEb.T:K.tih I was intensely writting 1cp a'n.b:T:K.tih we were intensely writting 

 

 
 dWhyib yiD aEy'dWh.y-l:[ a'Y:ayib.n aADi[-r:b h'y.r:k.zW h'ayib.n y:G:x yiB:n.tih.w     

Then the prophets Haggai the prophet and Zechariah the son of Iddo intensely prophesied unto 

the Jews (Ezra 5:1a)  

 

 

 

 

 

Hithpaal Imperfect Strong Verb 

The intensive imperfect passive/reflexive verb stem has the imperfect prefix, the Hithpaal prefix 

minus the He (.t),  a Pathach under the first root consonant and a Daghesh Forte in the second 

root consonant (b:T:K.tiy).  The Hithpaal imperfect has the following conjugations.        

 

Hithpaal Imperfect 
3ms b:T:K.tiy He will be intensely writing 

He intensely writes himself 
3mp !Wb.T:K.tiy they will intensely write 

3fs b:T:K.tiT She will intensely write 3fp !'b.T:K.tiy they will intensely write 

2ms b:T:K.tiT you will intensely write 2mp !Wb.T:K.tiT you will intensely write 

2fs   2fp   

1cs b:T:K.t,a I will intensely write 1cp b:T:K.tin we will intensely write 

 
  a'[.r:a b:f][:B HEq'l]x a't.wEx-~i[.w [:B:j.ciy a'Y:m.v l:j.bW   

And let it be intensely wet with the dew of heaven and its portion [be] with the beasts in the grass 

of the earth (Dan 4:12b).  

 

 

 

 

 

Hithpaal Participle Strong Verb 
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The Hithpaal participle stem is formed with the Mem Hireq prefix (im), the Hithpaal prefix minus 

the He (.t),  a Pathach under the first root consonant and a Daghesh Forte in the second root 

consonant (b:T:K.tim) and finished with the personal ending.  The Hithpaal participle has the 

following conjugations.       

 

Hithpaal Participle 

ms b:T:K.tim intensely writing mp !yib.T:K.tim intensely writing 

fs h'b:T:K.tim intensely writing fp   

 

  
!yib.r'[.tim a'nyij @:s]x:B b:r'[.m a'l.z.r:P 't.y:z]x yid.w          

And that you saw the iron being mixed in clay, intensely mixing (Dan. 2:43a)  

 

 

Hithpaal Infinitive Construct Strong Verb 

The Hithpaal infinitive verb stem has the following conjugation.       

 

Hithpaal Infinitive 

h'b'T:K.tih to be intensely writting 

 

 

 

Ithpaal Perfect  

The rare Ithpaal is a modification of the Hithpaal, changing the prefix from .tih to t,a  or .tia. The 

Ithpaal only occurs three times and occurs only in the perfect
2
.  

 

 Root Ithpaal Translation
3
  

3ms hnv yiN:T.v,a he was changed Dan. 3:19 

3mp hnv WN:T.v,a they were changed  

3mp j[y Wj:['y.tia they consulted together  

 

 

 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the vocabulary. 

B. Memorize the Pael Perfect forms. 

C. Translate Daniel 2:36-43 conjugating all verbs. 

 

 

 

                                                 
2
 Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p. 140 

3
 ibid 


